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Through social media, we highlight the issue that any women,
no matter her age, should have all the information about her
breast cancer before making a treatment decision. Use this
toolkit to help us spread the message — it’s packed with
sample posts for Twitter and Facebook and content for
your blogs.
Please share – and feel free to customize and/or use your
own, unique ways to help empower women of all ages to
ask for a genomic test for their breast cancer!
Click to jump to a section in the toolkit:
• Sample Twitter Posts

• Sample Facebook Posts
• Sample Blog Content
• Graphics Gallery
• Video Downloads
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#NoMatterMyAge

Twitter
Sample Tweets (click to post directly to Twitter)

#NoMatterMyAge, I should get the best possible
treatment for my #breastcancer. For more information,
visit NoMatterMyAge.org

Young or old, #breastcancer patients deserve to know
if they need chemotherapy or not #NoMatterMyAge
NoMatterMyAge.org

#NoMatterMyAge I deserve to have all the facts about
my #breastcancer and treatment options. Check out
NoMatterMyAge.org to learn more

#Breastcancer patients of ALL ages should receive
standard of care #NoMatterMyAge. Find out more at
NoMatterMyAge.org

Age alone shouldn’t determine whether you’re offered
a genomic test for your #breastcancer treatment.
#NoMatterMyAge Learn more at NoMatterMyAge.org

Every #breastcancer patient deserves personalized
treatment #NoMatterMyAge. Learn more about your
options at NoMatterMyAge.org

DYK: Genomic testing rates in #breastcancer patients
under 40 decrease 1.5-fold compared to older patients.
Learn more at NoMatterMyAge.org #NoMatterMyAge

DYK: Genomic testing rates in #breastcancer patients
over 70 decrease 3-fold compared to younger patients.
Learn more at NoMatterMyAge.org #NoMatterMyAge
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#NoMatterMyAge

Facebook
Sample Posts

The NCI (@cancer.gov)’s SEER Registry found that
genomic testing rates decrease 1.5-fold in #breastcancer
patients under 40 years old compared to older patients.
Age alone shouldn’t determine whether you can get
the best treatment for your cancer. Find out more at
NoMatterMyAge.org #NoMatterMyAge

Genomic testing rates decrease 3-fold in patients over
70 compared to younger patients. Age alone shouldn’t
determine whether patients get standard of care.
Check out NoMatterMyAge.org for more information.
#NoMatterMyAge

Not all young women have more aggressive forms of
#breastcancer. Getting as much information as you can
about your cancer, including a genomic test result, may
help you better understand the treatment option best for
you. #NoMatterMyAge NoMatterMyAge.org

Most women with early stage #breastcancer don’t need
chemotherapy; for others it may be life-saving. But some
patients aren’t offered a genomic test that helps determine
which treatments are right for them. Learn more at
NoMatterMyAge.org #NoMatterMyAge
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#NoMatterMyAge

Blog
Sample Content

Age bias is a problem for breast cancer patients
Breast cancer treatment today is no longer “one size fits all”—what is
best for one woman may not be right for another. It’s important to learn
as much as possible about your individual breast cancer diagnosis
when making a treatment decision. For some patients, a genomic test
can help determine whether chemotherapy is necessary in addition
to hormone therapy to treat breast cancer and help prevent future
recurrences. Numerous studies, including the landmark TAILORx
trial of over 10,000 women using the Oncotype DX® genomic test,
demonstrate that the vast majority of women with early-stage breast
cancer* do not need chemotherapy.1 These types of tests have been
available for more than a decade, but some breast cancer patients
aren’t offered this important tool.
A recent study from the National Cancer Institute’s (NCI) Surveillance,
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Registry looked at how often
early stage breast cancer patients were receiving a genomic test to
help guide their treatment decisions. With more than 44,600 patients
in the SEER study, results revealed that age was a factor influencing
whether or not a woman received a genomic test. In fact, genomic
testing rates decreased 1.5-fold in younger (under 40) patients and
3-fold in older (over 70) patients when compared to the “typical” age
breast cancer patient (ages 40-70).2 Traditional assumptions about
age, breast cancer aggressiveness and health may have impacted
these patient’s treatment plans – assumptions that all younger breast
cancer patients have more aggressive disease and that older breast
cancer patients either can’t tolerate or don’t need chemotherapy –
resulting in the potential over-treatment or under-treatment of a
patient’s breast cancer.
It is important to recognize that not all cancers are the same. No
Matter My Age was created to help educate and raise awareness
about the need for all breast cancer patients – regardless of their
age – to get as much information as they can before making a
treatment decision. This means learning how to self-advocate and to
ask questions about care options, including whether a genomic test
may help determine the best treatment plan. To learn more, please
visit No Matter My Age (www.NoMatterMyAge.org).
*Patients with early-stage, hormone receptor-positive, HER2-negative breast cancer
1. Sparano et al. N Engl J Med. 2018.
2. Adapted from Petkov et al. npj Breast Cancer. 2016.
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#NoMatterMyAge

Graphics Gallery
Click to download the graphics below and use on your favorite social media platforms!
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#NoMatterMyAge

Graphics Gallery
Click to download the graphics below and use on your favorite social media platforms!
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#NoMatterMyAge

Videos to Share
Click to download the graphics below and use on your favorite social media platforms!

Overview Videos

Patient Story Video

NoMatterMyAge Main Video

Under 40 Community – Lynette’s Story

Under 40 Community – Tamika’s Story

Under 40 Community

Under 40 Community – Terlisa’s Story

40 to 70 Community – Jennifer’s Story

40 to 70 Community

Under 40 Community – Stacy’s Story

40 to 70 Community – Michelle’s Story

Over 70 Community

Under 40 Community – Amanda’s Story
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For More Information
If you have questions or need additional
information, please contact the
Patient Advocacy team at Genomic Health:
Advocacy@genomichealth.com

Follow us on social media!
facebook.com/genomichealth
twitter.com/genomichealth
youtube.com/GenomicHealth
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